Exploring Antigone with Drama Online

**Read...**
Scroll through and read the full play on the easy-to-use Drama Online platform.
Search within the play for specific phrases or words.
Use the play tools: Character Grid, and Words and Speeches graph to compare how different characters interact.

**Watch...**
Watch high quality recordings of live theatre, such as the National Theatre's Antigone production starring Jodie Whittaker.
Follow the action with a searchable auto-scrolling transcript.
View cast and crew information and explore the production's image gallery.

**Listen...**
Listen to the LA Theatre Works production of Antigone.
The recording also includes an interview with translator Christopher Nixon and director Brendon Fox, and an interview with Ned Chaillot, a playwright, radio producer and director for the BBC.

**And read some more...**
Explore contextual and critical background through access to a range of annotated student editions, scholarly works and practical guides from renowned publishers and imprints such as Faber and Faber, Bloomsbury, and Methuen Drama.

www.jcsonlineresources.org/resources/drama-online/